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1 Introduction

C

RYT Token is our vision for an easy, fast, secure payment system for
everyone.

To most people, like simplicity, we have studied CRYT to make it as simple as possible,
through some TRON Wallet APP, you can receive and send CRYT in a fast and secure way,
the transactions arrive in a few seconds and for us this is the basis
for a payment system that can be used by everyone.
Always a click away on smartphones and always with you.
Our idea is to change the way we pay in everyday life.
Just Freeze some TRX and never Pay transfer Fees!
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2 Supply

C

RYT is a TRON Token with Max 126.5 Million Supply.

3 Projects
3.1 CRYT Merchants
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CRYTMerchants is a web application, where stores can request payments in CRYT.
By entering your CRYT address, amount and what it refers to, the application
generates a qr code and calculates how many CRYTs will be received, calculated
according to the currency and amount selected.
Who pays, only has to scan the QR code generated with the TRON Wallets
application, and enter the required CRYTs, after sending, the Merchant receives the
amount in a few seconds and the payment is complete.

Useful for daily payments, compatible, with all browsers, smartphone and immediate.
Support for many different currencies, including Dollars, EURO, Rubles and others.
Calculation in real time based on the market price.

CRYTPlay is a gaming / betting platform where you can win CRYT by aiming for
CRYT and playing in an easy and intuitive way.
In the project there are other games, for a fun and profit where the CRYTs are the
main currency of deposit and withdrawal.

Also in the gaming and betting market we want to enter and remain for a unique
involvement in the genre.
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CRYTBuy, with CRYTBuy you can buy CRYT with VISA Mastercard and American Express
cards in a simple and safe way.
Only a few seconds to buy CRYT based on market value and receive them in your
CryTrEx.com profile, from there you can then transfer them to your mobile wallet.

4 Future Projects
Those described are only the first projects we are working on, our goal is to give everyone a real
and form of payment different from the usual methods, much more varied, unique, fast and safe.

You are your bank, no commission, sending and receiving within seconds between users, quick
payments when you buy goods of all kinds.

Other incoming projects will be evaluated according to the requests we receive, what the market
demands and what people want in the easiest and safest way possible.

This is the CRYT Coin! Easy, Fast and Safe.
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We build a great future together, with a payment system
aimed at future generations in every field.

CRYTREX.COM
https://crytrex.com
CRYT OFFICIAL WEBSITE
https://crytrex.com/cryt
SUPPORT
support@crytrex.com
cryt@crytrex.com

FOR TECHNICALS DETAILS READ TRON WITHEPAPER
ON CRYT OFFICIAL WEBSITE!
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